
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI

RALPH DECKER
Professional Wardrobe Consultant



Ralph Decker joined Tom James Company in 1987.  For 30 years, 

Ralph has been a stockholder and partner of the Tom James of  

St. Louis office. Ralph’s goals are to keep building America “One 

Stitch” at a time. Allow Ralph to dress you appropriately to achieve 

your professional goals in life. 

On a personal level, Ralph has been happily married to his wife  

Linda for 13 years and claims that she is the one that makes  

him look good! When Ralph is not perfecting your personal  

wardrobe, you will find him cheering on his alma mater,  

Illinois State University, or enjoying his two hobbies,  

model trains and lawn croquet. 

According to Ralph, colors are like words.  

Colors communicate many different messages.  

For example, Navy projects power and  

influence. What message do you  

communicate everyday?

RALPH  DECKER
PRESIDENT – CLUB MEMBER



To help define your style, Ralph will meet with you on your time, 

in your home or office. It’s all about you. Allow Ralph to learn your 

goals, in order to provide you with clothing that will make an impact. 

SERVICES

1.  Consultation 

Allow Ralph to learn and understand who you are, what 

you do, and what professional clothing you already own. 

2.  Style Your Garments 

Ralph will help you choose from the finest wool, cashmere, 

linen, cotton seersucker, bamboo and silk. Ralph understands 

that it’s  all in the details that make your suit a statement  

and help it function in a way that best serves you.

3.  Tailored Fit 

Tom James’ custom suits and shirts are made for you. 

Ralph will measure you and create a photo profile- a 

full  31 measurements when you order a suit and shirt to 

ensure the perfect fit. 

4.  Personal Delivery 

Once your suit is crafted, Ralph will meet with you for a  

final fitting. And since Ralph comes to you, it’s on the 

luxury of your time. No trips. Just convenience. 

SERVICES/PRODUCTS
PROFESSIONAL WARDROBES FOR MEN AND WOMEN. 

PRODUCTS

SUITS SHIRTS WOMEN’S

SPORT COATS & 
BLAZERS

ACCESSORIES

DRESS PANTS & 
JEANS



“ I know that everytime I meet with Ralph to order a new shirt, it will 

fit exactly how I want it to fit. His shirt selection is fantastic, and the 

fabrics are phenomenal. There is no option of going shopping and 

not finding something. Ralph is low risk, convenient, and consistent.” 

CLAIRE FLOWERS - FOUNDER, CEO OF CLAIRE FLOWERS LLC

“ When I meet with Ralph he brings a fine selection of fabrics that are 

tailored to my taste. I have been a customer of Ralph’s since 1987, 

and he is very familiar with my personal style and preferred fit. I have 

extended Ralph’s services to my sons and daughter, and we couldn’t 

be more thankful for the convenience and quality that Ralph provides.” 

DR. TIMOTHY T. BRADY - ST. LOUIS GASTROENTEROLOGY CONSULTANTS 

“ I met Ralph through our Head Coach, Ken Hitchcock. There are 

so many things that can go haywire with our job. The more things 

that are stable, consistent, and that we can count on, the better 

we can focus on the task at hand. Ralph offers a great product 

with a great service that ultimately alleviates a lot of the concerns 

that are associated with our job.” 

BRAD SHAW - ST. LOUIS BLUES LINE COACH

“ I am confident that Ralph will come to me with the latest style trends, 

quality craftsmanship, and fine fabrics. I would not think twice about 

referring Ralph to my family and friends because I know that he will 

provide them with the same top notch quality and service that he 

provides to me.” 

BILL THOMAS - ATTORNEY, PITZER SNODGRASS, P.C. 

TESTIMONIALS 



Let Ralph come to you: 

Your home, your office, even your club,  

the possibilities are endless!

Call Ralph to set up a personal  

wardrobe consultation – (314) 406-0987

CONTACT RALPH

Click here to 
forward to a  

friend and receive 
referral benefits! 


